
Double Digit Subtraction 
With Borrowing

Non-Standard Strategies



Borrowing...what does that mean?

A double digit numbers has digits in both the ones place and the tens place.  
When we subtract double digit numbers, we subtract the numbers from each 
place together. Sometimes, the total you are subtracting from has a number 
in the ones place value that is less than the number you are subtracting. 
Example: 62         (2 is less than 9- how do I subtract 9 from 2?)                                                                                                                

-39

Watch the strategies in the next slides to learn different ways you can 
subtract bigger numbers. 

Remember to think of the answer as different villages...there is “Onesville” 
and “Tens Town”.  Onesville is only allowed to have 9 or less people living 
there.  If there is more than 9, they have to move to Tens Town.  



Base Ten Strategy

 32  -  18   =   

STEP 1: Because we cannot take 18 away (we 
don’t have enough ones), we must trade a ten rod 
for 10 ones. We are ‘borrowing’ from the tens to 
give to the ones.

The ten rod turned into 10 ones

Still 
shows 

32!



STEP 2: Now we 
can take 18 away. 
Take away 1 ten 
rod and 8 ones.

 32  -  18   =  14  STEP 3: 
Count the 
remaining ten 
rods and 
ones to get 
your answer.
(1 ten rod and 
4 ones = 14)

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Wf49rpvDtxryAYNFw8GA0qE7UfrPp9-Y/preview


Hundreds Chart Strategy

 46 - 28 = 18
                                          
Subtracting with a hundreds chart is the 
same as adding, however, you are 
moving backwards and not forwards. You 
would go up 2 rows for the 2 groups of 
ten and over to the left (counting 
backwards), 8 times. 



Counting Back on an Open Number Line Strategy

83 - 35 = 48Subtracting with a number line is the 
same as adding; however, you are 
moving backwards and not forwards. 
Starting at the larger number (83), 
you would go back by groups of ten 
for the tens (3 hops back for 3 groups 
of ten), and then back by the ones (5 
hops back for 5 ones).
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38 - 29 = 65 - 26 =

43 - 35 = 57 - 18 =

Show the following using base ten blocks.



Show the following using a hundreds chart.

54 - 26 = 43 - 38 =



Show the following using a number line.

95 - 27   =

88 - 39 =



Double Digit Subtraction
With Borrowing

Standard Algorithm



When looking at the “ones” place value, 
use the BBBB rule:

Bigger number on the Bottom, you Better Borrow!



Standard Algorithm   44 - 28
When you use the standard algorithm, you line up your numbers using place value 
as a guide.  

3 14

4 4

2 8

1 6

ones
tens

-

Once you have lined up your numbers, start by subtracting the digits 
in the ones column first.  This is really important to remember, 
otherwise you will not arrive at the correct answer.

Since we cannot subtract 8 from 4 (4 - 8), we must ‘borrow’ from the 
tens. We take a group of ten away and give the group of ten to the 
ones. So instead of there being 4 groups of ten, we cross it out and it 
becomes 3 groups of ten. We give that group of ten to the ones, so 
instead of there being 4 ones, we now have 14 ones.

We can now subtract the ones. 14 - 8 = 6. This number goes in 
“Onesville”.

We then subtract the tens. We now have 3 tens - 2 tens = 1 ten. This 
number goes in “TensTown”.  

44 - 28 = 16



Standard Algorithm   44 - 28     Explanation Video

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1O3Pz2cLns9YaIv6riK0hPT_o-eZKGRL3/preview


What is wrong with this equation?

    42
   -17
    35

More practice examples:

https://docs.google.com/file/d/11HuERDdL-UOK5ShOeucPY9EI18ygf7nX/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-YqbgKhKhMD-lsAs4WRiCJlAhl2g_TBa/preview


Using the standard algorithm, try some on your own. 

45 
      -  27 

  
   72 
 - 55 

54
      -  29

81 
       - 39 

47 
       - 39 

97 
       - 38 

41 
       - 26 

73 
       - 27 




